
Description and Rationale 

Title 

Naw Bahar  

Project Description* 

I am suggesting to digitize the Iranian newspaper “Naw Bahar,” a title held across different 

institutions and in different formats.  

Reasons for Consideration* 

I think this title is a good candidate for digitization given its historical significance, the general 

lack of digitized Iranian periodicals, as well as the opportunity to unite the disparate holdings 
digitally.  

Authors 

Bahār, Muḥammad Taqī, 1886-1951 

Publishers 

[The publisher or publishers of the material as listed in relevant cataloging records.] 

Proposal Contributors 

Heather Hughes, University of Pennsylvania 

Details and Sources 

Resource Types 

Newspapers 

Regions 

Middle East and North Africa  

 

Countries of Origin 

Iran 

Major Languages 

Persian  



Source Format* 

- Paper 

- Microfilm 

Target Format 

 Digital 

Identifiers 

OCLC #  

 54466993,  177490030 

Links 

[Provide any links that provide references to the resources in this proposal, including existing 
catalog entries, materials guides, etc.] 

Source and Holdings for Current Proposal 

Location Format Holdings/Range Notes 

University of 

Chicago  

Microform  • Yr.6:no.1-109 

(1917:June 10-
1918:Mar 14) reel # 

1; incomplete  

• Yr.33:no.1-102 
(1943:Feb 22-Dec 2) 

reel #2; incomplete  

 

[Condition comments, 

etc.] 

CRL 

 

Microfilm 

 

• MF-15007 MEMP (1 

reel) v.13, no.2-7,10-
12,14-15,19-21 (Oct 
1922-Feb 1923)  

• LACKS: v.13, no. 8-
9,13,16-18 (Nov, Dec 

1922; Jan-Feb, 1923)  

 

Digitization has already 

been requested through 

CRL Digital Delivery. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Source and Holdings for Potential Future Proposal 

Location Format Holdings/Range Notes 

Harvard Bound sal-i 13: dawrah-i 5, no. 1-34  

 

Princeton maybe has the 
same issues?  

UCLA   ????  

UPenn  ? v.13:no.2-7,10-12,14-15,19-21 
(1922:Oct.-1923:Feb.)  

Some no. incomplete  

 

 

NYPL  Unclear 
Shumārah-ʼi 1 (Isf. 3, 1321 

[Feb. 22, 1943])-Shumārah-ʼi 
102 (Āza. 11, 1322 [Dec. 2, 

1943]) 

 

 

 

 

Source and Holdings Notes 

[Additional notes about where the existing materials may be sourced, gaps in holdings and other 
factors that influence the aggregation of materials needed for digitization. Multiple paragraphs 

are allowed.] 

Physical Details 

[Include any additional physical information about the source materials that will be useful for 
evaluation (page/exposure counts, condition, etc.). Multiple paragraphs are allowed.] 

Existing Reformatted Materials 

[Describe any components of the title(s) involved that are already produced in the format you are 
proposing and how they may be accessed (if applicable). Multiple paragraphs are allowed.] 

Intellectual Property Considerations  

Reformatting for preservation purposes. 

 


